Graduate Student Support Flowchart
What is the issue related to?
The issue(s) you are experiencing may relate to multiple options below. Please feel free to reach out to the GSA's Student Wellness Coordinator (gsa-wellness@uwaterloo.ca) at any point to schedule a confidential
advising session to discuss more resources and options for moving forward.
Funding

Informal route for all graduate studies
issues (Behaviour, academic, and
funding related)
Experiencing
issues during
research

Notes:
-Sometimes it best to talk to the
contacts below before taking a formal
policy route
-If you are uncomfortable talking to
someone listed below, skip to the next
contact in the line.
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chair

(e.g., feeling
harassed,
discriminated
against,
disrespected)

TA/RA Work

Course
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(e.g., unfair grades,
passed deadlines,
academic freedom,
intellectual property)

Experiencing
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course

You have
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Supervisor

Behaviour

You have
experienced
wrongful behaviour
related to equity
(e.g., discriminated
against due to
disability)

You have
experienced
wrongful
behaviour
unrelated to
equity

You believe that
a decision about
your academics
has been made
unfairly

You are
experiencing
issues related to
your intellectual
property (e.g.,
authorship,
patents)

-Senior Manager
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(Equity Office)

Policy 30:
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of Graduate
Student
Teaching
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Scholarships
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conditions, and
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Human
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Policy 70 A:
Petitions

-GSA Equity
Coordinator
-GSA Equity
Coordinator
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outcome

-Director of
Equity (Equity
Office)

NOT satisifed
with outcome
Pay rates
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outcome

Associate
Dean

Office of
Graduate
Studies and
Postdoctoral
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You are seeking for an
exception to be made
to rules and or
deadlines due to
personal
circumstances

Policy 70 B:
Grievances

-AccessAbility
Services

Dean

(e.g., scholarships,
TA pay, sessional
pay)

Policy 33: Ethical
Behaviour

= University of Waterloo policy

Policy 72:
Student
Appeals
NOT satisifed
with outcome

Legend

= Formal policy route

Policy 73:
Intellectual
Property

= Informal route and resources

Click here for a list of University
of Waterloo policies

